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James Malcolm named
as new dean for arts

C(Q)lUl(gg^

by Dave DeKok

•

Dr. James Malcolm, currently
an associate professor of theater
at Boston University, has been
named to fill the post here of
divisional dean for the performing
and fine arts. He will assume the
post in September of this year.
MALCOLM TAUGHT at Hope
from 1963 to 1968, first in the
Department of Speech and then in
the fledgling theater department.
Hope Provost David Marker stated
that Malcolm was in part responsible for the theater department
emerging from the speech department.
Like the other divisional deans,
Malcolm will be responsible for
seeking outside funding for his
division and hiring and evaluating
faculty. Other duties wi}l include
working with his fellow deans to
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What is a 'good teacher?'

Play, show, highlight
Latino weekend here

January 24,1975

Hi^h school seniors of Latino
descent will visit Hope for a Latino Awareness Weekend today
through Sunday. Activities are
sponsored by the TU Y Yo Club
in conjunction with Hope. The
weekend will include Senior Day
and related activities for the 70
portant, but as Dr. • F. Sheldon students from the Holland area
Wettack, Dean of Natural Sciences and elsewhere in Michigan.
Also, all-campus events are
stated, "It .is the scholarly work
that will help him grow as a scheduled. An arts and crafts disfaculty member and as a profes- play will be in the Kletz, sponsored by the Latino Community
sor."
1
in Holland. Friday night. Latino
Commenting on the publish or
perish controversy, VanWylen said, Hope students will present a tal"Publishing is not an end in itself ent show in the main theater of
and I'd prefer to use the word DeWitt Cultural Center. This protscholarl
gram includes singing, dancing,
y w o r k , ' because that proplays and a karate demonstration.
for
musicians,
artists
and
vi(les
Admission is free.
o t h e r f a c u l t y members. I think if
The "Teatro del Barrio", a
t h e c o l l e g e i s a community of
scholars, the faculty must be the
theater and poetry group from
leaders. The important thing is < Flint, will conduct a workshop in
not just the question of publish- the studio theater of DeWitt at 10
ing, but whether the faculty mem- a.m. Saturday. They will use
continued on page 7, column 3 m a n y different art forms to con-

Tenure guidelines discussed
VanWylen stated, 4tWe think
that the Ph.D. is important, not
simply for counting the number
The tightness of the academic that we have on campus but really
job market, coupled with the in terms of the experiences . a
small number of faculty members • faculty member has had in his
up for retirement will make this graduate program. This is a backyear's tenure decisions difficult ground for his teaching and his
ones.
'
own continued scholarly produc"THE TIGHTNESS of the aca- tivity."
demic market place, the fact that
r n v r P D M i *u * u '
there are very few jobs available
M l COWtlSKW is that whenmakes it very difficult for the ?Yer w e have an opportunity to
faculty member and very difficult ^
or tenure a staff member, we
for the administration," President g e t . ^ e v e ry J>cst that we can,
Gordon VanWylen said of this consistent with our goals and asspring's upcoming tenure deci- pirations at Hope."
VanWylen continued, "If we
sions.
do
that, our percentage of Ph.D.'s
Whenever a decision for tenure
will
is made, there are certain channels w o n , , take care of itself and we
ro be
oe followed.
louowea. Upon
upon request
t have to worry about i n "
to
from the department chairman, creasing the number. That will
the recommendation on tenure is
naturally if we do our job."
acted upon by the status commit-' - HOWEVER, some
faculty
tee which include VanWylen, Pro- members feel that the college
vost David Marker, Professor of P l a c e s too much emphasis on terReligion Dr. Robert Coughenour, minal degrees. "What's happening
Associate Professor of Psychology i s that I'd say we're using Ph.D.'s
Dr. David Myers, Associate Pro- t o j u d g e t h e scholarship criterion
fessor of Art Delbert Michels and and 1 would also say that a Ph.D.
Professor of. Biology Dr.' Allen is only one factor to determine
whether a person is a scholar,"
Brady.
AFTER deliberation by the one faculty member stated.
are a number
Status Committee, recommenda- "There
.
.
. „ of other
tion is subject to final approval by things that enter into it!
the president. The recommendaAnother
faculty
member
tion from the president then goes 1 added, "For some areas I'd say a
to the Board of Trustees, where it Ph.D. is not required. There's not
a
is either approved or rejected.
necessary relationship between
Some persons maintain that it the terminal degree and teaching."
is the president that makes the
FACULTY and departmental
ultimate decision on whether or r e c onimendations also play an imnot the person is to be tenured. Portant role in the tenure decision
Members of the status committee m a king
process.
Coughenour
state emphatically that this is not noted, "Indeed, the faculty criso.
*tena is important. In a question of
MYERS STATED, "The deci- whether he meets the tenure crisions aren't made by the presi- terion, the judgment is ultimately
dent. The six member committee due to the recommendation of the
makes the decisions. The presi- Status Committee and also to a
dent is one member of this com- great deal, the recommendation of
mittee and if there is any creditor his department chairman."
. Student evaluations are also
blame to be palced, it should be
on the committee, not on the important to the tenure process,
president." but in a more informal way. Van
Criteria for tenure approval in- Wylen maintained, "Student evaleludes: the importance of a ter- nation is considered quite a bit,
minal degree, faculty and depart- but it's really considered much
mental recommendations, student m ore in terms of the recommenevaluations, the faculty member's dation that comes from the depublishing record, his effective- partments.
"WE EXPECT-the department
ness as an educator and profesto
get student opinion. Getting
sional and scholarly activities.
ALL OF these criteria are of student opinion is a bit more
fundamental importance to the sophisticated than a poll taken in
tenure process. The terminal de- class. There is also alumni evaluagree is considered to be one of the tion, as well as the evaluation at
initial factors indicative of a per- the end of a given semester."
son's success as an educator, and
Scholarly work is also importhat helps to decide whether or tant to a tenure decision as Van
not that individual will be ten- Wylen noted. It is not merely the
ured.
publishing or research that is imby Annetta Miller
and John Scholten
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•
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develop ne^
interdisciplinary
courses.
HE TEACHES acting and directing at Boston and is chairman
of the graduate Department of
Religion, Literature and the Arts.
His current acting activity is participation in a small theater group.
The group travels around to
area schools and will perform or
has performed at Harvard, Brown
and Princeton Universities, among
Others. Currently they're performing a poem written by a
professor at the university.
LATE NIGHT television rerun
fans may be interested to know
that some of Malcolm's past performances included appearances
in Gun smoke and My Three Sons.
Malcolm is excited about returning to Hope because of "the
challenge of teaching at a small
school where the faculty and students are closely related."

I
PCI

vey the Chicano culture and will
encourage audience participation
at this workshop. Saturday at 3
p.m., again in the studio theater,
the members of 4 Teatro del Barrio" will perform a play tracing
the plight of the Chicano. This
performance will be followed by
the play No Saco Nada de la
Excuela (I Don't Get Nothing
From School).
Saturday night after the basketball game, there will be a dance
in the DeWitt Ballroom from
10:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Activities
conclude Sunday morning with
worship service in Dimnent Chapel at 11:00 a.m.

ANCHORED INSIDE
Doctors O.K.?
World Crisis
X ^ H o p e grad directs
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Congress debates its demise
by Tim Mulder
Eight months ago Jim Beran
was elected President of the Student Congress. The major issue of
the campaign centered around the
concept of community governance, a system in which students would largely determine for
themselves the conditions under
which they would live while at
college.
IT APPEARS now that student
determinism# is facing another
problem, in the form of the validity of its own congress to represent
the student body. Under the present system only 14 of the 54
members of Congress are elected
by the student body.
v Three of the 14 are the Congress* officers: the president, vicepresident and secretary. The remaining 11 are members of the
boards: Academic, Administrative
and Campus Life. The 40 nonelected members of Congress are
appointed to various committees
by the 14 elected members,
known as the Executive Council,
ACCORD1NG to Beran, the
most obvious problem, and probably the one of greatest importance, is the question of the legitimacy of such a body to speak on
behalf of the student body despite
the fact that the majority of them
have not been elected by the
student body.
Since this is the case, the Congress has no real clout to expect
that its decisions be respected as
being the consensus of the student
body, flgran said, "The Congress

JIM BERAN
is no more than a forum for
discussion.'»»
THE ONLY way that the Congress' power is made manifest is
by way of the students which it
supplies to the boards and committees. These students have voting rights. Therefore, as individuals, they effect college policies, but as a collective whole, the
Congress has no such power.
This raises the question of accountability. To whom is a member of Congress accountable? The
elected members are rightfully
free to vote on the basis of their
own convictions, since they have
been elected to specific posts to
do just that.
THEY ARE in no way bound

to decisions of Congress, nor, un-^
der the present system, is there
any reason why they should be.
The non-elected members have
even less of a right to have their
votes count as being representative of the student body, since it
was not the body which gave
them that mandate.
As is the case in any com' munity where a variety of interests and opinions exist, the best
that any board or committee
member can hope to do is to
express the sentiments of at least
some of the student body on the
basis of his own personal impressions of what that sentiment is.
There is no sharing of responsibilities nor is there , any decision
which could be regarded as being
4 the official position of the student
body, according to Beran.DESPITE these two m^jor
problems Beran believes that,
"Student concerns have been, and
continue to be dealt with, but this
has been accomplished largely
through task forces and individual
student efforts despite a cumbersome Congress. Just because
>
things have been done doesn't
justify a lame Congress."
It is on the grounds of these
considerations that Beran has proposed that there be no more
Student Congress meetings until
April, unless there is a majority
petition by the Congress. During
the moratorium period Beran
hopes that a committee will be
able to draft and submit to the
entire sjudent body a referendum
continued on page 2, column 3
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Health Clinic given clean bill of health by doctors
by Paul DcWeese
There are a lot of questions
about the health clinic. Students
often wonder about the staff,
facilities and services the clinic
offers. Clinic. personnel explain
that the health service is doing the
best they can with the facilities
available.
x
IMPROVEMENTS
in
the
Health Clinic for the most part
would be "ideally perfect but
economically impracticle" says
Dr. Vernon Boersma. He also said
that with the present finances
available, the clinic is functioning
at its full potential.
Dr. James Chamness pointed
out it would be very helpful to
have a greater number of more
spacious rooms in the clinic, but
that no improvement was possible
until a new location could be
found for the clinic.
. "IN THE future it is hoped
that a new location would be
donated to the college for health
purposes," Chamness said.
In reply to a query about
adding an infirmary as part of the
clinic, Boersma said, "An infirmary would require the expense
of a 24-hour nursing staff." Chamness believes the parents of students would rather have them
under the care of a physician than
a nurse if they were seriously ill.
BOERSMA believes as well, an
infirmary would require the building to be remodeled due to a state
examination which requires fire
escapes and special wiring to be
installed.
y
The clinic's policy in regard to
emergency hospital treatment requires a student to notify a member of the physicians' staff before
he is allowed to go to the emergency room at the Holland City
Hospital. The reason for this procedure is entirely for the student's
benefit.
ANYONE using the services of

Lived abroad

the emergency room must pay a
fee of $30 regardless of the seriousness of his problem. The physician called will inform a student
whether his ailment will be covered by his student insurance policy.
If it is not, the doctor may ask
to see the student at the clinic
(free of charge) or at his office for
a fee of perhaps $10. Another
benefit resulting from a prior call
to the physician is that he can
meet you there when you arrive.
" I F ^ A serious accident happens, however, one should go to
the emergency room immediately
without regard to the policy,"
Boersma emphasized.
The doctors' opinion of the
clinic's nursing staff is very laudable. Boersma speaks for all the
physicians when he says, "The
nursing staff is good-very compassionate and interested in the
students' needs."
NURSE Marian Bale, clinic director agreed, "The students get
plenty of T. L. C." Only registered nurses make up the clinic's
nursing staff.
The physicians said they are
involved with the clinic because
they honestly care about and enjoy the students. "We are not
serving the college for monetary
gain-some students who rely
heavily on aid or are foreign are
With the flu going around, the Health Clinic is a busy place. Students receive the best care available with the
not charged at all," Boersma said.
CHAMNESS told how other present facilities, according to clinic personnel.
schools have studied our health quired on a college campus.
make an appointment within two
TO PURCHASE such equipservice to better their own. Hope's
IT WOULD be economically days if the situation is acute, ment would be impracticle due to
method of maintaining access to a impossible, however, for Hope to while the public must wait much
the limited number of gonorrhea
number of outside physicians at- support a full time physician with- longer. The reason for this is that
examinations required on the
tracts the attention of many other out passing this cost onto the the physicians on our staff have
campus. "Any gonorrhea diagcolleges who seek a better method
student.
agreed to fit a college student in nosis will inevitably be more-reliof operating their health services.
"A full time physician might their schedule the next day if at able if taken in the private ofSome colleges and universities cause the students to wait even all possible.
fice," says Dr. Dykema. He also
support full time physicians who longer for an appointment at
The health clinic, among its indicated that due to the length of
often times * will not concern times since one doctor is tied up other duties, deals with both venetime required for this type of
themselves with the new gains much easier than a number of
real disease and birth control. The diagnosis and the number of peers
made in medical knowledge, he staff members on call," stated
college does not, however, .supply that are always in the next room
said, but rather become lax due to Boersma.
birth control pills. Dr. Boersma if done in the clinic, the patient
the often moderate treatments reTHE STUDENTS at Hope can stated, "It's not ethically right for would rather have the examinathe college to supply birth control tion done in his office.
pills . . . it's not an integral part of
a Christian college education to
Along with the clinic?s medical
provide them."
assistance with birth control and
ANY GIRL who wants the pills venereal disease, Gary Demarest
can obtain a prescription for them and Sarah Schendel of the Hope
from a physician at the clinic. To counseling center are willing to
receive the pills, however, one provide assistance in these or any
out of their way, but most of chachas, servant girls, and I didn't must submit herself to a medical related matters. Anyone wishing N
consultation without having to
them are kind of cold and mock- like that inequality one bit. Most examination.
Venereal disease can also be wait for a doctor may stop in the
ing."
of the Americans^ resented the
which
Decker said that the Colum- feeling of being served, but we taken care of at the clinic. How- counseling department
ever,
the
veneral
disease
diagnosis
keeps any conference strictly conbians have a derogatory name for were expected to remain distant
is
usually
done
in
the
physician's
fidential. All members of the
Americans, but most of her con- from them, to keep them in their
private
office.
Dr.
Dale
Dykema
clinic's staff attend a monthly
tacts were with members of a place."
explained
that
a
gonorrhea
culture
dinner in Phelps conference room.
Christian fellowship group, who
4
is
very
hard
to
sustain.
One
must
"THERE
IS
also
a
lot
of
mystiThis serves as a time when stushe said were Very friendly."
have
the
proper
equipment
which
cism
and
superstition
in
their
relidents can express discontentment
KAISER, who was doing fullis
expensive
to
do
an
adequate
gion,
and
Marxism
is
becoming
an
and
present ideas concerning the
time research in chemistry in
job.
influence
among
many
university
functions of the clinic.
Groningen,
the
Netherlands,
students.
The
experience
was
found that, although America
isn't very popular politically, the hard, but I think I would recommend it. In many ways I was
Dutch generally "reach out to you thankful to be there and I grew a
more as a person than as an lot as a person."
American."
Kaiser also found that the pace
Hawkins seemed to have con- of life was different and difficult
fronted the least hostility. "Most to adjust to. She remarked, "ComAustrians like American people.
pared to Groningen, Holland,
You'd meet people on the train, Michigan, is a booming metropoabsolute strangere, and they'd of- lis."
continued from page 1
fer you food. It makes you wonducted on such issues as comBECAUSE
she
was
not
with
a
der about how we treat foreigngroup of Americans, she found to initiate a new, more effective, munity governance reorganizaers."
tion, the role of student evalucompletely elected Congress.
WERE their expectations real- that, "I was a little lonely. But
ations in the tenuring of faculty,
FORMING
A
new
Congress
enized? James stated, "My hopes of you learn to live with yourself. tails more than merely new peo- revision of the judicial system,
4
a good time in Europe' were not Overall it was a good experience." ple, it means a whole new consti- housing, public safety, and credit
Hawkins agreed heartily that
fulfilled. The social aspect was
the
experience was a good one tution. Beran hopes tha^ a new hours for campus publications.
strained due to the culture and
Already this year the Congress
constitution will facilitate better
language change, and I was quite and had nothing negative to say organization, efficiency, and high- Cabinet has been instrumental in
whatsoever. "I loved the program
busy."
the new speaker series. The Coner quality representation.
and
the students.
"If anyone had asked me while
gress
helped work through an
Some of the ways in which he
I was there if the program was
VIENNA has fifty museums, as envisions the realization of such appropriations revision so that in
worthwhile, I would have said no. well as operas, concerts and art ideals would be: to make the the future there will be student
But it's better in retrospect. The galleries. The Austrians are more Congress sirtaller, and thereby involvement in determining the
directors were fantastic, and the quiet and reserved^ than Ameri- more manageable; to build in a uses of 100 percent of the student
opportunities for traveling were cans, but the social life was very system of accountability of the activities fee.
great. Grenoble is an especially exciting. People were always plan- members to the Congress as a
good place to be if you like winter ning things to do. It was fantastic. whole ; to elect the entire Congress
Much work remains to be
sports."
I'd recommend it to anyone."^
making it a more legitimate form
done. Since it is the students who
DECKER, also, found that all
Although Decker and James of representation so that Congress are effected as much, if not more,
her hopes were not quite realized. felt they were becoming more decisions will be regarded as being
than anyone else by college poli"It was hard. The pace of life in fully adjusted just before they the official student position; and
cies, Beran hopes that students
Columbia is much slower, and i returned to the states, all the to insure involvement of women
will affect those policies by their
missed a real challenge of study- students responded with unanimi- in such positions as the Campus
active participation in the coming. Also, the social stru^ure is ty to the question "Are you glad Life Board.
munity governance system via a
very different."
to be back?" Whether their expe"IN THE revision of the Con- new Congress which will stimulate
"There are many poor people riences had been tremendous or a gress," Beran declared, "we're
such participation by making stuand a tremendous amount of beg- little disappointing, all replied planning for the future." At the
dent involvement more valid and
gars. Most households have Mu- with an unhesitating "yes."
present time work is being con- more workable.

Hope innocents return
by Kay Gouwens
This semester Hope welcomes
back six students who have spent
the last several months traveling
and studying abroad under various
International Education programs.
SOPHOMORES Marilyn Ri
linger and Ardis Williams, juniors
Betsy Decker and David James,
and seniors Judy Kaiser and Linda
Hawkins report experiences and
impressions as varied as the countries they visited.
Asked whether or not a limited
knowledge of the native language
posed a problem, the students
interviewed in general agreed that
it did not. Most found that they
could readily converse in English.
DECKER, however, who was
in Bogota, Columbia, and had had
only one year of college Spanish,
lived for a time with a family
which spoke no English. "This is,
true of most families there, and
made it hard for a time," she said,
"and since I could not express
myself profoundly in Spanish, it
was difficult to form close relationships."
Decker also felt that her limited knowledge of the language
restricted her educational opportunities. "Some students who
could speak more fluently could
take courses at the University of
Columbia," while she took all but
one course at a special ColumbianAmerican center.
How were they reacted to as
Americans and strangers? Again,
experiences varied. James commented, "The French are very
individualistic and not very
helpful or outgoing, especially to
Americans. 1 think they see it as a
way of getting back at Hhe Big
Guys'."
"OF COURSE, the Frenchmen
you meet are the ones that will go

Congress on vacation,
awaits reorganization

I
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Provides 20%

Development aids financing
^ ..A.
Although next
year's• tuition
and fees are going to cost $265
more than this year, "We backed
tuition down from what a lot of
other schools are charging," said
Kurt Van Genderen. Director of
the
Development
Office.
A

• M •

WHILE SIMILAR schools have
raised tuition costs 10 to 12 percent, Hope's have increased only
eight percent. One reason for this,
said Van Genderen, is "the commitment of people who are working here, who are willing to put on
9X1
-.. e * c e ^ e n t .Program without
profiting from it."

«•
•
•
Professors "believe
in what
Hope's doing, " and therefore accept lower salaries than many
other schools offer.
COMPARED with other Christian liberal arts colleges, said Van
Genderen, "You're getting a real
deal."
The Development Office provides approximately 20 percent of
the financing of Hope. About 60
percent is paid by the students
and the remaining 20 by student
financial aid and job programs,
The three areas of contribution in
which the Development Office
works are the Annual Operating
W*

^

*

Fund, Capital Gifts and the
Planned Giving Program.
GIFTS FROM churches, alumni, industry, foundations and
friends are solicited by the Development Office. Hope receives a
higher level of alumni participation and support than most other
schools its size, said Van Genderen.
Thirty percent of Hope's alumni give to Hope, compared to
about 17 percent alumni activity
in comparable colleges.
Hope's endowment, interest
payments on invested gifts, is
probably one of the smallest in
the Great Lakes Colleges Association, said Van Genderen. He
hopes to receive more money in
the
future from Reformed
Churches. "We need them and
they need us," he said.

Build Hope nets 70%
in largest fund drive
Build Hope, a multi-million
dollar fund raising program to
support capital, endowment and
academic programs at Hope, has
reached 70 percent of its
$8,850,000 goal.
JAMES VERMEULEN, national chairman of the Build Hope
Fund, reported to a meeting of
the College's Board of Trustees
last week that $6,115,255 has
been contributed or pledged.
Commitments to Build Hope
already represent the largest
amount of money ever contributed to a Hope College fund drive.
^ Build Hopew aFund
^ ^ is
^ the
^ third
^
The
major fund raising campaign undertaken by Hope since the end of
World War II.
THE "Looking Ahead with
Hope" campaign, under the leadership of President Emeritus Irwin
J. 'Lubbers, raised funds toward
the construction of the Van Zoeten library, the Nykerk Hall of
Music, the Physics-Mathematics

KURT VANGENDEREN

ter, the Wynand Wichers addition
to the Nykerk Hall of Music and
two residence halls.
THERE ARE four major projects which the College is seeking
to accomplish through the Build
Hope Fund program. These incl ud
fu din
" 8 f o r t h e ^novation
f f.
of
former
science
bulldinK
building
^
which is now known as the Lubbers Hall for the Humanities and
Social Sciences, construction of a
new Physical Education Center,
renovation of the former Voorhees residence hall to form an
administrative center, and an increase in the college's endowment
for
scholarships.
A formal campaign among
alumni who earned athletic letters
while attending Hope has ended
with contributions and pledges for
the new physical education center
totaling $589,246 according to to
Harvey J. Buter, chairman of the
H-Club drive.
"WE HAVE already achieved
several of the goals of the Build

New program added

ACM, GLCA look eastward
Under a new administrative arrangement, students at Hope and
23 other institutions of the Associated Colleges of the Midwest
and the Great Lakes Colleges Association now have the option of
participating in either an overseas
Chinese Studies program or a
Japan Studies program.
THE ANNOUNCEMENT made
by Professor Jackson H. Bailey,
director
c . A • of the GLCA jCenter for
^ A s ^ a n S ^ ! e s headquartered
6
r i r f
^
v
8
8
^
^
u °P t!^"
^
Waseda University of Tokyo
jjj® a f f l l l a t l n g f o r e i8n study
*
..
.
T,
QrTOtltt __

r !

rr"Fscr "
launched the
^
Decade Master Plan under former
President Calvin A. Vander Werf.
That campaign realized the construction of the DeWitt Student
and Cultural Center, the start of
funding for the Peale Science Cen-

Phvci^Qi Education Center. Our
Physical
total program in physical education and intramural and intercollegiate sports is of excellent quality and has grown significantly in
recent years."

Missions conference
corrects misconceptions
All missionaries do not follow
tribesmen through remote jungles,
Neither do they teach English to
illiterates. They don't even have
to have a Hope College religion
major.
These are some of "mission's"
false impressions and concepts
that were corrected during Hope's
mission conference held this
week. Scott
VanOostendorp,
MOCP's head of evangelism, explained, "Some of the fog was
cleared about what mission really
is."
Some students realized for the
first time they could use their
talents in electronics, communication, carpentry, etc. in some sort
of Christian service on a full or
short-term basis. Van Oostendorp
said.
<
The conference began with
Sunday's chapel service led by the
Rev. Arie Brouwer, executive secretary of the Reformed Church.

Two students
publish poems
Two Hope students have written poems which will be included
in the 1975 edition of The National Anthology of Poetry, a
compilation of some of the finestpoetry being written in America.
"Blue-eyed Boy" by P. J. Coldren, and -The Greatest Show" by
Joan Schramm, are among 500
poems selected for publication
from 250,000 entries.

yf

He reminded students that "the
church is in mission because God
is in mission." We're not out to
"win" converts, but rather to
share the joy and peace that God
and Christianity has given us.
"Our mission field is Hope
College, Holland, Michigan, and
the world. But only when we see
all people everywhere as our
brothers and sisters will we be
concerned enough to have our
mission encompass such a vast
area," Brouwer explained.
The mission conference closed
with an informal talk by the Rev.
Dick TerMaat, director of the
Other Way teen ministry in Grand
Rapids. TerMaat challenged students to use their uniqueness in
the special task that God gives
each individual Christian.

College and Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, pioneered the
overseas Japan Study program under which students spent six
months studying at Waseda University, lived with Japanese families and worked on farms, in
addition to pursuing intensive
Japanese language instruction.
IN 1966 this foreign study
program was accepted by member
colleges of the GLCA. Presently
about 20 students annually enroll
in the year-long program which is
supervised by a faculty couple
from one of the GLCA institutions.
The colleges in the ACM consortium have also offered a Japan

Study program since 1969. "Now,
beginning with the 1975-76 year
the Japan Study programs of the
GLCA and ACM will be merged,
and the pattern established by
Earlham College will be followed," said Bailey, who is currently in Tokyo negotiating a contract continuation with the International Division of Waseda University.
ANOTHER FEATURE of the
merger which Bailey emphasized
is that the innovative methods of
teaching Japanese to American
students developed at Earlham,
and the extensive library of books
and films built up at the GLCA
Center will now be available to
ACM institutions and to the areas
they serve.
The Chinese Studies program
for 1975-76 is a new offering for
both consortia and is being developed in cooperation with the College Center for Education Abroad,
Glenside, Pa. Two sessions will be
provided, either singly or consecutively. The first runs from August
29 to December 20, the second
from December 26 to April 24.
Professor Y. Y. Kueh, University
Coordinator, International Programs, at the Chinese University
of Hong Kong, will be resident
director.
STUDENTS ENROLLED in
the ACM/GLCA Chinese Studies
program will take Mandarin Chinese and select from one of two
interdisciplinary courses, either
"Special Topics in Chinese His-

Just Arrived...!
A LARGE SHIPMENT OF

Painter's PANTS
KAMMERAD'S Army Store
Open Mon. and FrL, 9 'til 9,.. Tues,, Thurs., Sat, 9-5:30
Just North of the Tower Clock, 184 River Ave., 39&5556

im limn
STEAKS

1870 Ottawa Baach Road

Marker names
new chairman
The appointment of Dr. Her^
beit Dershem as chairman o r t h e
department of computer science
has^been announced by Dr. David
Marker, provost.
Hope this past fall began offering a computer science m^jor
which combines computer courses
previously taught by the mathematics department with those offered by other departments, and
includes newly created workstudy opportunities.
In the new major program each
student has an opportunity to
design a program which fits his
needs. In addition to those who
major in computer science, students majoring in a number of
other fields have the opportunity
to take computer science courses
in order to better prepare themselves for their own careers.
The new program has been
.made possible in a large measure
by the college's acquisition last
year of an advanced Xerox Data
Systems computer.
Dr. Dershem, as associate professor of mathematics, joined the
Hope faculty in 1969. He received
a B.S. in mathematics from the
University of Dayton and holds
M.S. and Ph.D. degress in computer science from Purdue University.

MONDAY

THURSDAY

FREE Movie Night
Jan. 21-"Bonnie
and Clyde"

CABBAGE
CRIK
NIGHT

SPIRITS
CRAB

tory and Culture" or "Contemporary China: Survey of the Chinese
Communist Revolution."
In addition, they will choose
electives from among the regular
intercollegiate courses, twentyfive percent of which are offered
in English. Preference will be given to juniors, said Bailey. 4
Inquiries should be made to
Dr. Paul Fried, professor of history.

f

WEDNESDAY
MYSTERY NIGHT
with
"Summer Breeze"

FRI. and SAT
Live Music and Dancing
with
"Summer Breeze"
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Constitutional Reform
T h e b u r d e n s o m e animal a p p e a r s
t o have finally recognized its f r a i l t y
and t h e necessity f o r its d e a t h .
B e r a n ' s proposal t h a t t h e S t u d e n t
C o n g r e s s n o t m e e t until April, unless
by m a j o r i t y p e t i t i o n , is t h e f i r s t
desperately needed step in a n y att e m p t t o r e f o r m or change c o m pletely t h e s t r u c t u r e t h a t n o w 'represents' t h e s t u d e n t s .

T h e r e is n o need h e r e t o ree x a m i n e t h e particular p r o b l e m s of
t h i s y e a r ' s Congress, b u t t o e x a m i n e
t h e basic causes f o r its inability t o
f u n c t i o n as it should. T h e s e causes
are n o t so m u c h c r e a t e d by t h e
present m e m b e r s of S.C., b u t of t h e
c o n s t i t u t i o n t h a t presently exists.
T h e first cause in p r e v e n t i n g C o n gress f r o m governing as it should is
its o w n false claim of r e p r e s e n t i n g
t h e s t u d e n t b o d y . T h i s is t h e m o s t
intrickl u n d e r m i n i n g f a c t o r in t h e
present s t r u c t u r e ' s failure. In any
representive g o v e r n m e n t t h e m o s t
crucial a s p e c t is t h e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of
t h e ' b o d y ' t h a t elects t h e m e m b e r s
t o a governing position.
T h e S.C. has o n l y 1 4 elected
m e m b e r s , while 4 0 are a p p o i n t e d .
F r o m t h e very onset, t h e n , t h e S.C.
Is n o t a representive g o v e r n m e n t as
its c o n s t i t u t i o n c o n t e n d s , b u t rather
a governing b o d y t h a t c e r t a i n l y d o e s
not represent the students.

T h e n e x t m a j o r cause f o r t h e
failure of t h e S.C. is its lack of
accountability to the student body.
Individual m e m b e r s are n o t responsible t o their c o n s t i t u e n c y . A n d why
should t h e y be? T h e r e is n o c o n s t i t u tional law obliging t h e m t o d o so.
T h e s e t w o causes m u s t be t h e first
corrected before any further f u t u r e
r e f o r m of e n t i r e revision can be
m a d e in t h e S.C. In o r d e r t o be
capable of exercising real p o w e r t h e
S.C. m u s t b e given f u r t h e r s t r e n g t h
in t h e p r e s e n t 'all c a m p u s governing
s y s t e m . ' T h i s includes f o r e x a m p l e
t h e Board of Trustee$, t h e P r e s i d e n t ,
C a m p u s Life B o a r d , e t c . A s it s t a n d s
n o w , t h e C o n g r e s s really is e x a c t l y
h o w Beran s t a t e s it, " T h e C o n g r e s s is
n o m o r e t h a n a f o r u m f o r discussion.
P e r h a p s justly o t h e r governing
b o d i e s have ignored t h e S.C. desires
or v o t e s believing it really did n o t
represent the student body. However, if t h e S.C. w o u l d b e c o m e a t r u e
representative of t h e s t u d e n t b o d y
would t h e o t h e r governing s t r u c t u r e s
allow f o r t h e S.C. t o use its p o w e r ?
With t h e a b o v e in m i n d , if a new
f o r m of s t u d e n t g o v e r n m e n t c a m e
i n t o e x i s t e n c e an e x a m i n a t i o n m u s t
t a k e place c o n c e r n i n g t h e relationships of p o w e r b e t w e e n t h e ' n e w '
S.C. and t h e o t h e r governing bodies.
If t h e ' n e w ' S.C. were given t h e
p o w e r , claiming r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of
t h e s t u d e n t b o d y , t h e entire H o p e
"community"
would be moving
closer
to
the
goal
of .'selfgovernance.'

Theater tryouts disputed

The productions have come together
quite well, with each member of each
particular cast working together as a single
unit. This enhanced the production as a
whole, lending itself to good reviews and
further productivity in the department.
This decline in auditions has not been so
substantial that there are not new people
trying out for plays. On the contrary, there
have been many new faces seefi at auditions, with new ideas and bright interpretations available.
As I have glanced over the cast lists for
the past few productions, I have noted that
there are certain people who have repeatedly received mjyor parts, due to their
efficiency in acting, singing, etc.
Yet with the new faces that have been
seen, with all the ideas and contributions
they can make, I fail to see a majority of
new names appearing on cast lists.
This tends to make me wonder about
people who cast the shows. I hold no
grudge against any one particular individual, for one person does not repeatedly
produce the shows. The directors on the
whole are at fault.
Many peorple on this campus are capable
of the quality of talent that the Hope
theater demands. Many people who audition have been in productions of their own.
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Letters
This letter is in response to the recent
auditions held for the musical Godspell,
and the castings made on those auditions.
This letter is open to debate and discussion, free of charge.
Over the past year (last semester, last
year included), I have noticed a decline in
the number of personnel trying out for
theater productions. Yet this decline has
not affected the quality of work being
done on stage.

)

with m^jor parts. Why then are they not
being given a chance to "show their stuff"
here at Hope? ,
Is the quality of their work not up to
the standards of the producers? I doubt
this greatly. Are the directors afraid to
place new faces in hit shows for fear they
might not show the same talent that one of
the "regulars" show? This is more feasible.
Are the directors and producers more
apt to cast people they feel they know and
can Work with without having to go to
great lengths to explain their methods?'
This seems to be the answer at stake.
It is my opinion that the directing staffat Hope is at fault and is guilty of not using
the talent which is available to them. With
the recent auditions of Godspell, I find
that the directing staff has seen a bit of
"the light" and' is trying to right this
wrong. Yet, in the lead roles of past productions there have been certain people who
now have been placed in parts of this
musical. These people have already shown
that they contain much talent, yet they
have been chosen over someone who has as
much, or possibly more. Male and female
alike, the directing staff has shunned great
talent.
There seems to be a certain faction that
has repeatedly tried out for major productions and received major parts. I hasten to
add that there is an exception to every
rule. Some of the people who are known in
this "clique" as it is called are not at fault.
I speak therefore to those who do not
realize the great disservice they are doing
themselves. I question the value of redeiving m^jor part after major part, when the
great part of a theater major's time should
be spent on enhancing the skills outside of
his/her own area.
I do not mean to cut any one particular
person down, but merely mean to point
out to director and actor alike that the
"little man" is being turned aside for the
experienced actor. I can foresee only a
stagnant theater department if this is allowed t o continue.
Jim Lampert.

A social disease
©1974, The Los Angeles Times Syndicate

^ "The worst part of being unemployed,"
said v Kellerman, "outside of the fact you
have no money, is the social stigma attached to it. Americans get very nervous
when they talk to somebody who doesn't
have a job."
"I HADNT thought about it, but I
believe you're right. Why is that?"
"We're a country who likes to put
everyone into a slot. The first question
anyone asks you after he meets you is
'What do you do?' or 'What does your
husband do?' or 'What does your father
do?' People want to be sure they're talking
to somebody respectable."
"WHY CANT you just say you're a
salesman?"
"Because the second question is 'Who
do you work for?' They're not just going
to let you off the hook by accepting the
fact that you*re a salesman."
"And that's the crunch? Because then
you had to admit you don't have a job."
"RIGHT. People tend to be sympathetic, but you start to feel bad vibrations,
as if you've just told them you have a
social disease. They begin looking for a
chance to move away."
"That's terrible."
''We're prisoners of our own work ethic.
We've been told for such a long time that
the only people in this country who are
unemployed are those who are lazy, shiftless and don't give a damn. In America, not
having a job makes you an outcast, except
for the kids, of course, who really don't
care who is working and who isn't."
"THEY HAVE a healthier attitude."
"It isn't just friends," Kellerman said.
"It's relatives as well. They get nervous for

a different reason. They're afraid that if
you don't have a job it's going to cost them
money. I used to see my brother-in-law
two, three times a week."
"SINCI; I'VE been out of work, he's
suddenly found himself the busiest guy in
Maryland. I don't want anything from him,
but I guess he feels he should offer to help
us out, and since he obviously doesn't want
to the best thing is not to see me."
' T h e sad thing is now that I'm out of
work I have time on my hands to see
friends and do things, but no one wants to
see me. The only people who are really
friendly are those you meet while you're
standing in the unemployment lines. It
may be my imagination but they seem
much nicer than people who are working."
"THEY PROBABLY are. But perhaps
people's attitudes toward the unemployed
are based on fear. Maybe they're afraid
your unemployment will rub off on them,"
I suggested.
"You're right. Americans haven't
learned how to deal with a person who
isn't working. Of course it's changing.
There may be more of us than there are of
them soon." :
"I wish you hadn't said that," 1 muttered, starting to move away.
. "You too?*'Kellerman said.
"Heck no, Kellerman. You know it
doesn't matter whether you're working or
not. I still look at you as I always have."
"YOU WANT to play tennis this afternoon?"
"Sure, but only on one condition. You
let me pay for the balls."
"Forget it," he said sadly. "You've
never paid for a can of balls in your life."
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Predicted in '65, world now recognizes food crisis

T£JT^^X,DT,

^ ( " d

P»bl™. h.d b ™

mijotnewt
American farmer the United
Estimates of the world-wide
series concerning the current
Modem technology had per- States government first instituted- toll of hunger range from 10,000
world food crisis. He will deal first
^cted the "Green Rcvolution. ,, Public Law 480 and later the to 15,000 deaths daily. Long term
with the history of the crisis, then Jhe development of hybrid seeds,
™ , « L . e a c e , J r o ' r !: m *
predictions of human suffering
and new
the immediate suffering, and conmowing methTHROUGH these food-aid pro- and death are even more bleak. In
cludes with possible solutions to
. d spurred greatly increased grams food reserves were dimin- ten short years the world's optiproductivity.
Suddenly, many un- ished to a reasonable level and the mism has been stifled. The oncethe food shortage.
derdeveloped nations were able to high-producing American farmer dead question of starvation has
produce
a much larger percentage was saved from economic disaster. been resurrected. Why?
"The year 1975 will be crucial,
of the food needed by their peoBy 1965, the question "How
THE ASPECTS of the current
crucial because the world food
ple.
can
we deal with starvation?" had food crisis are complex and dishortages will then dominate the
THE SHRUNKEN gap which died. Government and the general verse. Yet all the manifestations
headlines and the results will be in
remained between supply and de- public rejoiced in the belief that of the crisis seem to have their
full view. The present downward
mand in many of these countries hunger and starvation would soon roots in the interaction of four
trends cannot be reversed, nor can
was filled by United States aid be no more than historical terms. main factors: population growth,
they be dusted under the carpet."
programs. Unfortunately the moTEN YEARS have passed. We world-wide adverse weather condiTHE YEAR was 1965. The
tivation
for
such
food-aid
was
not
have
entered 1975, the year of the tions, the world energy crisis and
prediction was made by William
so
much
out
of
generosity
as
out
Paddock prophecy. It is now ap- affluence.
and Paul Paddock in Famineof self-interest.
parent
that their foresight was
The world population spiral
1975. In 1965 such pessimism was
The
Green
Revolution
had
refrighteningly
accurate.
Suddenly,
has been the biggest factor in
debunked by the American pubsulted in phenomenal food pro- news of a growing world food counteracting the benefits of the
lic. For the first time in the
duction and unprecedented food crisis is saturating newspapers, Green Revolution. Robert Malhistory of man it'appeared that
surpluses in the United States. In television news broadcasts and thus, in the 18th century, claimed
that eventually the geometrical
progression of population growth
would surpass any potential of
world food production.
SPONSORED
IT APPEARS that his predicBY
THE
tion is being fulfilled today. The
interaction of increasing birth
MINISTRY
rates and declining death rates is
causing an annual population
OF CHRIST'S
growth rate of 2.4 percent-93
P E O P L E
million people per year!
This growth rate will outstrip
even the most liberal estimate of
The following Ministry of Christ's People column
tional assumptions for your own life. Three-fourths potential world food production
the year 2000. In our lifetimes
is the conclusion of Dr. David Meyer's commence- of you said at entrance this was a very important or
the
stork will pass the plow.
essential
personal
goal.
ment address presented to the class of 1974 this
ERRATIC
WEATHER condiAT EXIT, about half of you agree that Hope has
past spring. (Ed. note)
tions
world-wide
have also
"deepened your religious experience" and I am sure
that most of the other half of you sense that during thwarted the Green Revolution.
The second reason is more profound. The great
your time at Hope progress has been made toward The miracle seeds produced by
the Green Revolution, although
getting things together in your own life.
temptation of academic culture is to believe in a
I'm glad for this because over the long haul this is high-yielding, are no more hardy
sort of salvation through knowledge. But the pursuit
much
more important than your immediate voca- - than their predecessors and are at
of knowledge, when not linked with higher purpose,
tion. I graduated ten years ago with my best friend the mercy of weather conditions,
can become very empty and self-serving in its
and
ex-roommate, Dan Gates. Dan put all his 1940-1970
were . unparalleled
detachment.
"
:
marbles
on
getting
into
med
school,
but
he
didn't
years
of
magnificent
weather
IT HAS never been more evident that what our
make
it.
world-wide.
Rainfall
was
regular
nation does not need is more well-educated persons
HE WAS also frustrated in achieving his next and temperatures were high,
who are morally illiterate. For the Biblical man the
vocational
goal-becoming a high school counselor.
That era of good weather may
chief end of the self is not only intellectual
His failure to achieve his occupational goals left this be ending. Six years of drought
understanding, but also to glorify God by right
very
wonderful human being with a pretty shaky have made any successful crop an
action, and our intelleCTis one means to this end.
self-esteem.
The summer before you started Hope impossibility in the Sahel; BangleConsider Paul, who when he visited Athens to
College, we were in Seattle looking forward to desh has been ravaged by floods;
preach the Christian gospel to the Greeks, found
the United States, the world's
seeing
Dan and his wife.
himself turned off by^ their detached intellectual
Shortly before we were to do so, Dan stopped his most important producer, has
games. In contrast to this, the Biblical faith calls us
car alongside a Sea f ile freeway. He got out and been beset by several abnormal
to commitment. The Biblical man is morally enwalked into a ravine off the side of the road. And growing seasons.
gaged.
IN 1974, farmers in the Midthen big, lovable Dan Gates took out a gun and shot
LIKE JESUS Christ we are called to grapple with
west
were blighted by torrential
himself through the heart.
life, to love and be loved. The pursuit of righteousTHAT EXPERIENCE, more than any other in spring rains, a summer drought
ness requires of us both understanding and involveour marriage, shocked Carol and me into a sense of and early frosts. Such erratic
ment. Faith and works, thinking and action, cogniwhat things in life are crucially important and what weather conditions are worldtion and commitment, function as an integrated
other things were actually not so important after all. wide, greatly cutting potential
harmony in the whole Christian person.
I do not mean to downplay the significance of crop yields.
A person with this kind of wholeness is going to
Fertilizer is another necessity
career choice. But I've come to believe that vastly
be his own person, not easily shaped and molded by
more consequential to our well being is cultivating a for the growth of hybrid seeds.
circumstances of the moment. He is therefore going
sense of peace, of joy over being alive, of committo consistently be the same person in all sorts of
ments beyond ourselves, pf enjoyment of intimate
contexts. Unlike certain politicians, he is not likely
companionship, of being accepted and valued for
to project one image to the public, but function at
ourselves.
quite a different level behind people's backs.
UNDERLYING ALL this is the experience of
THE CONTRAST of Jesus Christ is instructive
grace,
the deep sense of acceptance which enables us
for us. For in Jesus, the epitome of wholeness, we
to accept and value ourselves, even when success
see that his words, both public and private, and his
falls short of our goals. What I wish Dan Gates had
actions, both public and private, were all integrated
The Hope Art Gallery in the
felt and what I hope you will recognize is that we
as a consistent whole.
DeWitt
Cultural Center will exare more than our accomplishments; we are not
He did not have a "political life," and a "social
fully measured by our scholastic and occupational hibit a show titled, "Six Dutch
life," and an "occupational life," and a "spiritual
Masters." The six paintings, imattainments.
life." He had one whole life that was totally
portant works by the Dutch 17th
So
the
question
again
comes.
Was
it
worth
it?
penetrated by his sense of mission.
century "Little Masters," Jacob
Was it really worth it? If your Hope experience has
IN STRIVING toward this sort of wholeness we
very much need to be directed by some funda- helped you along the road toward greater wholeness Van Ruisdael, G. A. Berckheyde,
Karel Dujardin, Pieter de Hooch,
then it has been worth it. But the process of
mental integrating assumptions that pull things
and by the 19th century Dutch
becoming a whole person is not something we have
together and give meaning to our existence. Hope
artists Van Gogh and Jongkind,
ever completed; it is a lifelong adventure.
College has tried to suggest that the Christian
are' on loan from the Detroit
'
So
my
hope
today
for
you
is
that
you
might
worldview and the experience of God's acceptance
Institute of Arts.
continue your quest for wholeness and cpntuiue to
can provide that sort of integrating dynamic.
The traveling exhibition is unWe have tried to suggest this while yet leaving grow in your ability to recognize those things which
der
the sponsorship of the Michiare
profoundly
important
in
life.
you free to work out and to rework the founda-

d k m f s p£®pte

The whole person

Fertilizer is a petroleum-based
product hpwever, and the recent
energy crunch has greatly affected
its availability and prices. The
prohibitive cost has forced India
and other underdeveloped countries to drastically cut their purchases.
THE RESULTS of such cutbacks are devastating. For every
ton of fertflizer withheld from the
fields, grain production will decrease by ten tons. The recent
fertilizer shortage and irregular
weather conditions have forced us
to realize that the Green Revolution will not result in an unconditional increase in food production.
It is highly dependent on several necessary conditions, conditions which have been only sporatically fulfilled in the last few
years.
THE HONEST conscience will
admit that there is one more
factor aggravating the world food
crisis-us. The problem can be
labeled as affluence or, even more
impersonally, as economic disparity.
Yet, regardless of how it is
labeled, the crux of this aspect of
the food crisis is you and I,
American society. Our high standard of living permits us to overeat, waste food, feed millions of
tons of it to pets, and eat foods
which make inefficient use of
resources.
AS A RESULT, the amount of
food which would feed 1.5 billion
Chinese on their average diet will
only feed 210 million Americans,
Time, November 11, 1974.
Some of the causes of the crisis
in which we find ourselves are
conditions over which we have
little or no control. Others are
conditions which we have aggravated. But we must not dwell on
the past. We must focus our time
and attention on the hard facts of
the current situation and how to
deal with it.

Give
the world
a little
gift today
Blood.

DeWitt art gallery to
show Dutch works
gan Council for the Arts and has
its opening in the Hope College
gallery where it will be on view
January 31 through February 9.
A public opening for the show
will be held Thursday evening,
January 30 at 8:00 p.m. in the
DeWitt Gallery. Mr. Richard
MUhlberger, chairman of education at the Detroit Institute of
Art, will speak at the opening on
the works in the exhibition and
the history of their acquisition by
the Detroit Museum.
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Hope grad directs recreation, leisure skill activities
by Marjorie Dekam
The Life Consultation Center
in Zeeland offers leisure, life and
work skills for clients of the Community Mental Health Services of
Ottawa County.
THE LEISURE skill program,
headed by Hope graduate David
Jensen, provides activities to give
clients recreation, self-care guidance and social activities. Jensen
said, "The goal of the program is
to give clients a self-actualization
in relation to their capabilities and
ultimate normalization."
Activities include exercises, discussions, conversation skills, free
exercise and team sports like volleyball, basketball and floor
DAVID JENSEN
hockey. Jensen said the program
also offers an exposure to the busy. We try to build on what
arts: performing arts, arts and they have in social and physical
skills in order to help them."
crafts and life arts.
THE CENTER is beginning
.SPEAKERS are brought in
concerning certain topics, for ex- preparation for a Special Olymample, in the area of life arts a pics to be held in May. The
beautician came to discuss self- competition in the Olympics inincludes basketball, co-ed volleycare.
Other activities include the ball, swimming, track and bowlSaturday bowling program, dances ing. Last year the Life Consultaand a yearly banquet. Group ac- tion basketball team went to the
tivities include summer camps and state contest.
The Olympics, funded through
field trips. Jensen said the group
has attended a circus in Grand the Kennedy Foundation, are held
Rapids and will travel to a zoo on a county, state and national
level. Jensen said, "Clients insome time this spring.
ONE OF the main concerns is volved are really excited to be in
hygiene. Clients are instructed in the competition," and he added,
diet and exercise. Jensen said the "extra volunteers are needed to
instruction often unfortunately help people prepare for it."
goes no farther- than the recreaOUTSIDE OF nine staff memtion nights, as there is no way to bers, volunteers are the working
keep track of how well clients use force of the recreation program.
the information daily.
Fifteen Hope students are inJensen said of the program, volved as well as students from
"We are not just keeping people Grand Valley State College. Jen-

sen is pleased with the increased
concern and participation of college students. He has enlisted help
from students in adaptive physical
education, recreation and psychology classes.
DUE TO the wide difference in
people, there are some problems
in planning recreational activities,
Jensen said. Ages of clients range
from 16 to 70 and most are
mentally retarded, or mentally impaired, from birth or due to a
brain tumor or accident. He said
many activities are experimental
and students are free to develop
new ideas for a whole night of
activities.
t4
The people can fend for
themselves but need a lot of help
and guidance," Jensen said. t4The
Center needs volunteers, because
some people have to be individually helped in some activities."
THE LIFE Consultation Center
is funded by a Developmental
Disabilities Grant from the state
of Michigan. Andy Silver, director
of Life Skills at the Center was
instrumental in obtaining the
grant for the Holland-Zeeland area
and supervises over the grant. The
program began with 40 clients at
the Ottawa Area Center in Holland and according to Jensen his
task was to expand the program
from there.
Besides being head of recreation for Holland, Zeeland and
Grand Haven, Jensen's job includes public relations for the Life
Consultation Center. He has gone
to radio stations, speaks to college
classes and has a video tape production developed explaining the
services of Life Consultation.
"I CAME to this job with high

ideals, but now realize it is more
important to be constructive and
seek baseline goals instead of
ideals," noted Jensen. He has
worked for Life Consultation
since last fall, and despite frustrations says there are definite rewards.
Community reaction to Life
Consultation programs has been
fairly good, Jensen believes. He
has appealed to churches, businesses and community groups for
donations and sponsorship of programs. Transportation of clients
remains a problem, because people are scattered all over the Holland-Zeeland area. Vans are furnished by Kandu Industries. ,
BESIDES LEISURE skills, the
Center focuses on life and work
skills. A life consultant is on hand
to aid clients and their families.
This includes: making sure the
people receive social services they
deserve, family counseling and
placing people in foster homes
and group homes in the area.
Work skills entails putting people to work for agencies such as

Kandu Industries and Goodwill,
and also vocational rehabilitation.
Clients are trained for jobs in
factories and janitorial work, and
Jensen stated the people involved
are very willing to gain employment.
PEOPLE ARE referred to the
Center mainly through word of
mouth, Jensen said. The Center
has placed some ads in newspapers
and has also sent letters to potential clients.
Recreation groups meet Monday and Tuesday nights in Holland and Zeeland, Wednesday
nights for Grand Haven clients,
and on Saturday there is a bowling program both locally and in
Grand Haven.
The Monday night recreation
program is held at Jefferson Elementary School and on Tuesdays
at the Ottawa Area Center. This
center has good facilities, Jensen
said. It includes a pool, gym and
game room, but he stressed that
more important than facilities are
the people involved and their attitudes.

'Untitled' announces
upcoming calendar
by Karen Dimon

Wednesday nights from 7-10 p.m.
Ralph Schroeder is conducting the
class and the cost for the whole
term, including materials, is nine
dollars.

This month various art events
will be occuring both on and off
campus. Hope students have been
invited to be a part of the student
Some plans for next month
show at Adrian. The work should have been made. On February 11,
be submitted by anyone by to- a film will be shown entitled,
morrow. It will be juried by the "Mpdern Artists on Art". "UnArt Department faculty on that titled" has also planned an aucday and sent to Adrian the follow- tion and art sale during the week
ing Monday.
of the Winder Carnival, in hopes of
Students are invited to partici- funding part of a trip to Toronto,
pate in the Ottawa County Art Canada. i',:•" *
Workshop. This will involve teaching children, and the possibility of
People are still needed to work
some type of pay. If you are in the Art Gallery of the Cultural
interested contact the chairman of Center. If you are interested in
the art department, Delbert giving a little of your time each
Michel.
week contact Pam Gates at 396The "Friends of Art", a Hol- 1381.
land group, is sponsoring a class
The group will continue to
this term. The class will deal with meet Sunday evenings at 7:30 in
woodcuts and is held in the up- the upstairs of the Rusk Building
stairs of the Rusk Building on and all are welcome to attend.

Every Wednesday..
AND NOW...
CONTINUED ON FRIDAY IS THE
ORIGINAL...

FLAMING
HOG
NIGHT
AT CORAL GABLES
OLD CROW BAR
SAUGATUCK, MICHIGAN

You Can't Beat It!

The Pant Gallery
12 W. 8TH

35c DRINKS AND 35c BgERS
$1.00 ADMISSION - 8 ' T i l 10:30
DANCING WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
EVENINGS, SUNDAY AFTERNOON
BIG JAM SESSION SUNDAY
BEGINNING AT 4:00 PM
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Returnees from Philly semester relate experiences
by Barb Brown

said. He mentioned that the city
was a busy place with much to do,
Favorable reactions to the yet he missed the serenity of
Great Lakes Association's urban Hope.
semester in Philadelphia were
Diane Batey feels that the emcited during interviews of three phasis of a campus situation is too
Hope College students returning much on classes and grades. While
from the program last semester.
on the urban semester, she saw
There are various edupational more of an emphasis on personal
opportunities available through growth.
the program. It is an opportunity
Another opportunity of the
for the students <4to investigate program is <4to blend theory and
and analyze a city as a system of experience in a professional, acahuman interaction," while devel- demic and stimulating environoping "personally, socially and ment." Through this blending,
responsibly in that urban environ- "one acquires an understanding of
ment," according to GLCA litera- at least one field of work, and
ture.
identifies and develops skills in
Barb Wrigley found it enjoy- that field," says the GLCA.
able to have the chance to do so
Wrigley's job was teaching
many different things in the city. adults how to read at the PhiladelShe felt it was a good experience phia Adult Basic Education Acadto be off campus in any program, emy. She enjoyed learning from
not only for herself; but for oth- practical experiences rather than
ers as well. Wrigley stated, "It was learning from books. "There you
one of the most meaningful exper- are living what you are learning,"
iences in my college career."
she said.
Bill Geary found fellowship'
Batey worked at a children's
with the students and staff that he hospital, aiding in Play Therapy.
worked with. "Everyone was Halfway through the semester she
working together to help people." changed to therapy through art,
He found that people had to but remained working in the hos"group u p " in order to maintain a pital. Before she had attended the
certain amount of stability and Philadelphia semester, she didn't
security.
know what she wanted to do with
In dealing with interpersonal her art major. Until her work led
relationships on a private and pub- her to art therapy, Batey thought
lic scale, Geary developed a small- the only possibilities for her major
er circle of friends with which he were teaching or becoming an art
sensed a great feeling of strength historian.
and honesty. "It showed me esNeither of these were particusentially how to get along," he larly interesting to her, so the

Lee obtains year grant
to write Edwards book
Dr. Sang H. Lee, assistant professor of religion, has been
awarded a Fellowship by the
American Council of Learned Societies for 1975-76.
THE PURPOSE of the award is
to enable Dr. Lee to devote one
full academic year to writing a
new interpretive book on the
thought of Jonathan Edwards.
The project is to be carried out
principally on the campus of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
where Dr. Lee will have an access
to Edwards' unpublished manuscripts.
The ACLS i» a federation of
national organizations concerned
with the humanities and the humanistic elements of the social
sciences.
The projected book, according
to Dr. Lee, will attempt to fill a
gap that has existed in Edwards'
studies for a long time, namely,
the need for an explanation of the
basic framework of Edwards' philosophical and theological system.
EDWARDS* conception of reality as a system of active tendencies, Dr. Lee believes, is the interpretive key. With this new approach, he hopes to demonstrate
the unity and originality of Edwards' vision of the world as the
ever-increasing external expression
of God's internal beauty.
Edwards' creative restatement

G.R. quartet
to play here
The DeVos Quartet, artists-inresidence with the Grand Rapids
Symphony Orchestra, will present
a recital Sunday^ Jan. 26 at 3 p.m.
in Wichers auditorium of the Nykerk Hall of Music on the campus
of Hope College.
The recital, open to the public
free of charge, is sponsored by the
Hope College music department.
Members of the quartet include
violinist Kathleen Winkler, violinist William Patterson, violist
George Woshakiwsky and cellist
Ross Harbaugh.
The program will consist of
Haydn's "Quartet in C Major, Op.
76 No. 3 " and Brahms' "Quartet
in A minor. Op. 51 No. 2."

of the Augustinian-Calvinistic tradition in theology will be seen as
having played a crucial role in the
founding of the American nation.
DR. LEE'S research on Edwards has been previously aided
by a Hope College Reimold Faculty Award in 1974. He has written
two articles on the subject, and
has recently been appointed the
convenor of a new program segment on Edwards for the 1975
annual meeting of the American
Academy of Religion.
A graduate of the College of
Wooster, Dr. Lee holds a B.D.
from Harvard Divinity School and
a Ph.D. from Harvard University
where he studied as a Danforth
Graduate Fellow. Before coming
to Hope in 1970, he taught for
one year at Ohio Wesleyan University.

semester proved to be valuable in
the sense that she found an occupational alternative.
Geary worked with the Urban
Outreach program of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, which dealt
with both children and older people of the city. He was a student
volunteer interested in working as
an apprentice to artists. He explained that he didn't mind not
being paid because it was worth-

while to have an opportunity to
work. He also spoke of the enjoyment of having an occupational
interest fulfilled on a small scale.
The Philadelphia semester is
the same tuition cost as a semester
at Hope with room and board up
to the student. All three students
confronted certain problems with
respect to living accomodations.
Geary stated, "The GLCA does
not have jurisdiction over living

VanWylen discusses tenure
continued from page 1,
ber takes the responsibilities
which go to a member of the
academic community."
A VERY important factor in
the tenure decision is the faculty
member's effectiveness as an educator. Marker said, "This includes
being genuinely interested in students, being exemplars of a life of
learning, and a willingness to give
his very best to our students."
Scholarly work is also important to a tenure decision as
was noted previously by VanWylen.
THERE WAS also some questions as to whether a person's
religious status entered into the
tenure decision. Dr. Myers stated,
"I can truthfully say, that there is
no instance that I can recall where
somebody's religious orthodoxy
entered the discussion." ^
Another concern right now
that enters into these tenure decisions is the fact that approximately two thirds of Hope's faculty are tenured. The problem
with this is that once a high
percentage of the faculty is tenured, it becomes harder for the
college to keep new professors
coming into the system, unless
vacancies occur. It also hampers
the college in the case of severe
financial difficulties. •
VANWYLEN stated, "When
you get more than two thirds of
your faculty tenured, you begin
to lose some flexibility. It's very
important to get new blood. We

should also like to add more
women and minority members to
the faculty. Wettack added, "You
simply must have the recognition
that when more than two thirds
or three quarters of your faculty
in a department are tenured, it is
more difficult to maintain turnover, and its constant stimulation."
Marker stated, "You've got to
be very careful about this last one
third. You don't want to box
yourself in."
IN NOTING that the criteria
are getting tougher. Dr. VanWylen
remarked, "In this period of essentially no growth, we're con-

The third meeting of the Hope
CoUegc student chapter of the
Music Educator's National Conference will be held Thursday,
January 30, at 7:30 p.m.
MENC is an organization that
is dedicated to the advancement
of music education for a more
enlightened musical public and a
more vital musical culture. It is
unusual that a campus of Hope's
size, especially with the small percentage of music majors, has kept
such a national organization alive.
The program Thursday night
will feature two Hope music professors who will speak of their
experiences during their 1973-74
sabbaticals in England. Dr. Robert

EUROPE
BOUND
IN 75?

3
NOW PLAYING...
'CRY OF THE WILD'
(PG)
Friday Shows:
7 and 9:00 P.M.
Continuous from 1:00
P.M. on Saturday.

<

Ritsema and Dr. Robert Cavanaugh have entitled their presentation, "Higher Education is an Important Part of Every Teacher's
Career.", The program is open free of
charge to MENC members, students, faculty and the public. It
will be held in Wichers Auditorium in the Nykerk Hall of Music.
Refreshments will follow in Snow
Rehearsal Hall.

PRINCE'S
Restaurant
PIZZA AND
DELI
SANDWICHES

Last year over 200,000 students summered in Europe. And the
travelwise flew on charters because it costs about HALFI
This year a 3 - 6 week ticket to London is $512.} 2 - 3
weeker $597. And its $7^7» for over six weeks from New
York. (That's what the airlines say now. Last year there
were two unforcast increases])

'THE LONGEST YARD'
With Burt Reynolds.
Shows Tonight: 7 and
9:05 P.M.
Contiuous from 1:00
P.M. on Saturday.

cerned mainly with flexibility.
We've got to be more careful
about selecting people to whom
we give tenure."
The heart of the tenure issue is
whether the person being tenured
will continue to be an outstanding
educator. Wettack noted, "It's a
very hard thing to predict. Jhis is
the most subjective area in tenure
evaluation measures."
"Over the long haul, up to the
next 35 years that this person
may be a professor at this institution, will he continue to grow,
become an even better educator
and contribute to the Hope community?"

MENC to meet Thurs.;
professors to speak

wouldn't you rather come with us?

HELD OVER...!

arrangements," and he found that
"many, landlords didn't want to
give leases for only four months."
This basically narrowed down the
chances for finding living quarters.
If you are interested in obtaining further information contact
Dr. Wayne Boulton, assistant professor of religion, Hope's liaison
for the Philadelphia Urban Semester.

Not only do you fly with us at half, but you can just about
have your choice of dates for 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 week duration during the summer. And all you have to do to qualify
is reserve your seat now by sending $100. deposit, pluj $10.
registration fee. Under recently new U. S. Government regulations we must submit all flight participants names and
full payment sixty days before each flight. If you take the
June 21- August 19 flight to London for example, deposit reserves your seat and April 15 you send the $199. balance.
Just^ one price for all flights whether you pick a weekend
departure ($15. extra on the regular fare airlines) or peak
season surcharge date.
So send for our complete schedule, or to be sure of your reservation now, mail your deposit for one of our 3 to 5'weekly
departures from June through September. Just specify the week
you want to travel and. for how long. You will receive your
exact date confirmation and receipt by return mail. All our
flights are via fully certificated, U. S. Government standard
jet and all first class service. From London there are many
student flights to all parts of the Continent, frequent departures and many at 2/3 off the regular fare,
R k f u s u c Aim Svstcms I n t e r n a t i o n a l
• • a riFTH AVKNUt
NCWVOMK. NCW VOMK tOOtt

800 - 223 - 5389
(TOLL FREE)

Charterflyingis
the biggest bargain
in air travel today

JUST $4.50
BUYS YOU
AND 3-FRIENDS

•••

14"—l-ltem PIZZA
Pitcher of POP
Make-Your Own
SALAD
TRY PRINCE'S:
Kosher Sandwiches
Pastrami
Corned Beef
1/4-lb. Hot Dogs
...and many other
GOOD THINGS!
174 RIVER AVE.
PHONE AHEAD
FOR TAKE-OUT
OR DELIVERY
Special Delivery Price
Hope Students!

396-8193
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Hope downs Kazoo, 73-65; meet Bethel tomorrow
by Craig Vandermolen

miss in the- second half, hitting
eight of nine and finishing with 22
points.
BRIAN VRIESMAN added 14
points and combined with Holwerda in holding Ruben Billings,
the Hornets' leading scorer to
nine. Boyce and Holwerda got 13
points apiece and Dwayne pulled
down 12 rebounds. 1
Hope played a great team defense and did a.very fine job in
breaking K-zoo's full court press,
something that has given the
Dutch fits in the past. Ed Ryan
played an excellent floor game
and ran the offense well. He combined with Chris Peterson for nine
points.
THE VICTORY put Hope in a
tie with Kalamazoo for second
place in the MIAA behind Calvin
who is stilf undefeated in league
play after bumping off Olivet 9176. The Dutch stand 7-4 on the
year with a 4-1 league mark.
Tomorrow night Hope plays
host to Bethel College Pilots, their
best non-league opponent until
the Aquinas game February 19.
Bethel is • an independent
school in Mishawaka, Indiana,
with an enrollment of 473 students. They are affiliated with the
NAIA and the NCCAA.

LAST YEAR after finishing
the regular season with a 20^11
The Hope Dutchmen are flying
record, they competed in the
high. Following a loss to Calvin
NAIA playoffs and won the
the Dutch defeated 1 Alma last
NCCAA District Crown before
Saturday and bumped off highly
bowing to Trinity in the Regiontouted Kalamazoo 73-65 Wednesals.
day night. The Hornets went into
In addition they won the Beththe game with a 10-1 record overel Invitational and the Clearwater,
all and a 4-0 league mark.
Florida, Invitational.
BUT HOPE came up with one
THE PILOTS are coached by
of its finest games of the season
Tom Firestone, who came to
and broke K-zoo's nine game win
Bethel in 1971 after coaching
streak. For Coach Devette, the
basketball and baseball at Bremen,
contest marked his 299th coachIndiana, for five years. He is the
ing victory.
school's athletic director and has
Hope got off to a fast, start
coached every sport except soccer
with good shooting from the front
at some time or another.
line and excellent boardwork.
In his first two years the Pilots
Though running a set-up offense,
were 9-13 and 11-13 before their
the Dutch kept continuous preshighly successful season last year,
sure on the defense by getting the
for which Firestone was elected
ball down the floor quickly.
1973-74 NCCAA District III
THIS SHARP, quick offense,
Coach-of-the-Y ear.
characterized by great passing,
BETHEL is 12-7 to date after
combined with a near leak-proof
destroying Grand Rapids Baptist
defense staked Hope to a 35-28
by 50 points Tuesday night. More
halftime lead. Dwayne Boyce and
meaningful to Hope, however, is
Jim Holwerda were the big guns,
the fact they beat Aquinas 85-76
getting ten and nine points respecwhile the Dutch lost to the same
tively.
team in overtime.
The Dutch scored the first four
Tomorrow's contest will show
points when play resumed and
a contrast in style as the Pilots pit
were never in too much trouble
their running game against Hope's
thereafter. Jerry Root couldn't
patterned offense. Last year Bethel's run and gun strategy produced
five games in which they exceeded
100 points, and they broke the
century mark again Tuesday
night.
When the break doesn't go,
they set up in a 1-4 stack offense.
They match up excellently in size
with Hope and will employ both
zone and man-to-man defenses.
Also look for them to press some.
THE BIG gun for the Pilots is
Dan Weirich, a 6'3" sophomore
forward. Dan was one of Indiana's
leading scorers his senior year at
Northridge High School and he is
an outstanding shooter.
Roy Shaw is a 6'2" junior
transfer student from Brewer
State Junior College, Fayette, Alabama, where he won awards for
defense and All-Conference.
HIS SENIOR year in high
school he was. selected to the
Sue VanDis drives toward the basket aided by teammates Gail DeWitt Alabama All-State Team and is
and Jan Beulow, as the Hope's women's basketball team lost to a probably the most complete ball
player on the team.
talented Grand Valley State squad, 78-33 on January 21.
Gary Gantier joined the Pilots
last year after transferring from
the University of North Carolina

Hope grapplers suffer
poor record, small team

ALLEN'S BARBER SHOP
RAZOR CUTTING - HAIR STYLING
HAIRPIECES - LAYER CUTTING
Appointments Dally
Closed Wednesday-RK Product* Recommended
17W.ieth
396-5095
N -

JVC Stereo Equipment Sale
VR 6606 AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER
• Advanced FET/FM/AM
tuner with ICt and
dual raaonator fitters
* Linear dial scele and
tfcnal ftrength tuning
meter.
REGULAR
........$199.96
NOW ON SALE
4179.96
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Jerry Root commands attention of players as he shoots for two points
in the game against Kalamazoo Wednesday night. Hope won, 73-65,
dethroning Kalamazoo in Coach Russ DeVette's 299th victory.
at Ashville. He is very agile at 6'5" Chuck Smith in the backcourt.
and works extremely well under- Brower transferred from Glen
neath.
Oaks Community College where
THE BIG man is 6#7* freshman he was voted MVP and Outstandcenter, Kevin Fulton. He led his ing Athlete of the school.
high school in both scoring and
Schwenk and Showalter are
rebounding for two years and was both freshmen and gained honors
chosen All-Conference.
as MVP and All-League at their
Filling out the probable start- respective high schools. Smith is
ing line-up is another freshman, an experienced senior whose spe5 10 John Yoder. He has good cialty is defense.
quickness and possesses a very
Bethel is a good solid team and
good outside shot.
will provide a challenge for the
THE PILOTS have good depth Flying Dutchmen. But the guess
with 6 6 Steve Brower and 6 6" here is Coach DeVette will get his
Donee White up front and Dave three hundreth coaching victory
Schwenk, Marc Showater and tomorrow night.

mm tte sMdlm®

Upon nearing the midway
point in the , 74/ , 75 wrestling season, Hope, with a present record
of 0-6, has met with several disappointments.

non (158) and Perry Beechum
(190); sophomores Todd Knecht
(126), Captain Tom Barkes (134)
and Kirby Howard (150); freshmen Bart Rizzo (142), Brad Lambrix (167) and Bill Webster (unl.).
The largest of these disappoint- Other team members include Jim
ments, and a root cause of the Bedor and Andy Fierro. The team
poor record, is the fact that less is headed by Coach George Kraft.
than fifteen persons turned out to
Hope is looking forward to a
begin the season.
better second half of the season
With nine dual meets remain- which includes the Wheaton Inviing^ Hope's grapplers can only fill tational, in Wheaton, 111, and the
eight of the ten weight classes in MIAA meet at Adrian. The next
collegiate wrestling. The present home meet is February 5, when
roster includes juniors Jim Can- the Dutchmen will face Alma.
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Traditions
by Jon Soderstrom
Traditions are strange spirits. They can serve to
excite even the most placid fan within a competitive
rivalry at one time; yet can serve to stagnate an
entire instirtition at another. The Hope sports scene
can witness to cases of each of the above.
ON THE positive side one can observe the annual
basketball battles between Hope and Calvin. Even a
student who has never before been associated with
these contests is quickly drawn in by the emotional
force generated by those more intimately related
with such games.
With feelings running as high as they so often do,
unusual events are frequently witnessed. It is not
unusual to see a lowly underdog rise up to strike
down the favored team. Or for the better team to
completely choke and fall apart.
, THERE IS, however, one drawback to such
spirited contests. If the fans fail to meet the
occasion with.the proper enthusiasm, or either of
the teams to be completely out of the game, the
result is disillusionment and unfulfilled expectations. Such traditions are pleasant inheritances from
the past which should not be forgotten.
However, there are also some traditions which
should neither be dusted off nor retained, rather
discarded. One which is still with us is the prohibition against any form of post-season competition.
THIS archaic MIAA statute provided the reason
for the expulsion of Hillsdale College from the
league, along with prohibiting talented football
teams like Hope's and basketball squads like Calvin's

from receiving any national recognition. NCAA
Division III championship tournament play enabled
Hope's sister school. Central of Iowa, to gain
recognition as the best small college football team.
With enrollment and tuition situations worsening, the colleges in the MIAA could use any outside
publicity it could possibly receive.'As one of Hope's
affiliated institutions now participating in such
contests, nothing should stand in the way of Hope's
supporting an amendment to the MIAA bylaws. If
one can believe rumors, it appears that this rule may
be on its way out.
ANOTHER tradition which died a gratifying
death, albeit late, was that of prohibiting women's
competition in sports. However, women should
guard against a tendency for themselves becoming
"female chauvenists."
Women should continue to strive upwards toward equality with men's sports, but this equality
should n o t require men's sports to sacrifice the
position which they have worked hard to attain.
Asking to make headlines read 'Men's Basketball,' in
order to eliminate the harmless differentiation now
employed, appears to be an example of such
thought at play.
WOMEN should continue to work for better
facilities and staffing, but not by undercutting that
which is already established; something they would
never allow to have happen to themselves.
Traditions enjoy yet another intangible quality:
though they may once have been a hinderance, they
are always missed once they have passed into
memory.

